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Color, Light, Tone 8s 

A 

ACHROMAT AACHMORT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

ACHROMIC ACCHIMOR having no color [adj] 

ACUTANCE AACCENTU measure of photographic clarity [n -S] 

ADUMBRAL AABDLMRU shadowy (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

AIRBRUSH ABHIRRSU to apply in fine spray by compressed air, as paint [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ALBEDOES ABDEELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n] 

ALBINISM ABIILMNS condition of being albino (organism lacking normal pigmentation) [n -S] 

ALIASING AAGIILNS appearance of distortions in computer graphics [n -S] 

ALIZARIN AAIILNRZ red dye [n -S] 

ALPHOSIS AHILOPSS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

AMBERINA AABEIMNR type of glassware [n -S] 

AMBEROID ABDEIMOR ambroid (synthetic amber) [n -S] 

ANCHUSIN ACHINNSU red dye [n -S] 

ANTHELIA AAEHILNT ANTHELION, halolike area seen in sky opposite sun [n] 

APATETIC AACEIPTT having coloration serving as natural camouflage [adj] 

APERTURE AEEPRRTU opening (as in camera to let in light) [n -S] 

APPARENT AAENPPRT easily seen [adj] 

APPEARED AADEEPPR APPEAR, to come into view [v] 

AQUATINT AAINQTTU to etch using certain process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AQUATONE AAENOQTU type of printing process [n -S] 

ARBUTEAN AABENRTU ARBUTE, evergreen tree [adj] 

ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 

ARGENTIC ACEGINRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 

ARGENTUM AEGMNRTU silver [n -S] 

ARTISTIC ACIIRSTT characteristic of art [adj] 

ARTISTRY AIRRSTTY artistic quality or workmanship [n -RIES] 

ARTMAKER AAEKMRRT one that produces art [n -S] 

ASPARKLE AAEKLPRS sparkling [adj] 

ASTERISM AEIMRSST property of certain minerals of showing starlike luminous figure [n -S] 

AUROREAN AAENORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AUTOTYPE AEOPTTUY type of photographic process [n -S] 

AUTOTYPY AOPTTUYY autotype (type of photographic process) [n -PIES] 
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B 

BANDANNA AAABDNNN large, colored handkerchief [n -S] 

BANNERED ABDEENNR BANNER, to furnish with flag [v] 

BANNERET ABEENNRT small flag [n -S] 

BANNEROL ABELNNOR banderol (streamer (long, narrow flag)) [n -S] 

BEACONED ABCDEENO BEACON, to warn or guide [v] 

BEAMIEST ABEEIMST BEAMY, beaming (to emit in beams (rays of light)) [adj] 

BEAMLESS ABEELMSS having no beam (ray of light) [adj] 

BEAMLIKE ABEEIKLM resembling beam (ray of light) [adj] 

BEDARKEN ABDEEKNR to darken (to make dark (having little or no light)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDAUBED ABBDDEEU BEDAUB, to besmear (to smear over) [v] 
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BEDIMMED BDDEEIMM BEDIM, to make dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [v] 

BEEFCAKE ABCEEEFK pictures of male physiques [n -S] 

BENDAYED ABDDEENY BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BERYLINE BEEILNRY BERYL, green mineral [adj] 

BESCORCH BCCEHORS to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESHADOW ABDEHOSW to cast shadow on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BICHROME BCEHIMOR two-colored [adj] 

BICOLOUR BCILOORU bicolor (something having two colors) [n -S] 

BIOSCOPE BCEIOOPS early movie projector [n -S] 

BISTERED BDEEIRST BISTER, brown pigment [adj] 

BITEWING BEGIINTW dental X-ray film [n -S] 

BLACKEST ABCEKLST BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S] / BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKISH ABCHIKLS somewhat black [adj] 

BLANCHED ABCDEHLN BLANCH, to whiten (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [v] 

BLANCHES ABCEHLNS BLANCH, to whiten (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [v] 

BLEACHED ABCDEEHL BLEACH, to whiten (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [v] 

BLEACHER ABCEEHLR one that bleaches [n -S] 

BLEACHES ABCEEHLS BLEACH, to whiten (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [v] 

BLEAKEST ABEEKLST BLEAK, dreary [adj] 

BLEAKISH ABEHIKLS somewhat bleak (dreary) [adj] 

BLEAREST ABEELRST BLEAR, dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [adj] 

BLEARIER ABEEILRR BLEARY, dreary [adj] 

BLEARING ABEGILNR BLEAR, to dim (to make dim (obscure (dark or indistinct))) [v] 

BLONDEST BDELNOST BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLONDINE BDEILNNO to bleach hair blond [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BLONDISH BDHILNOS somewhat blond [adj] 

BLOODIED BDDEILOO BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODIER BDEILOOR BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

BLOODIES BDEILOOS BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] / fox hunting ceremony [n -S] 

BLOODRED BDDELOOR of color of blood [adj] 

BLUEBACK ABBCEKLU bird or fish having bluish back [n -S] 

BLUEBALL ABBELLLU medicinal herb [n -S] 

BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S] 

BLUEBELL BBEELLLU flowering plant [n -S] 

BLUEBILL BBEILLLU scaup duck [n -S] 

BLUEBIRD BBDEILRU songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BLUEBOOK BBEKLOOU examination booklet [n -S] 

BLUECOAT ABCELOTU police officer [n -S] 

BLUEFISH BEFHILSU marine fish [n -ES] 

BLUEGILL BEGILLLU edible sunfish [n -S] 

BLUEHEAD ABDEEHLU marine fish [n -S] 

BLUEJACK ABCEJKLU oak tree [n -S] 

BLUELINE BEEILLNU line that divides hockey rink [n -S] 

BLUENESS BEELNSSU state of being blue (having color of clear sky) [n -ES] 
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BLUENOSE BEELNOSU puritanical person [n -S] 

BLUESIER BEEILRSU BLUESY, resembling blues (musical form) [adj] 

BLUESMAN ABELMNSU one who plays blues [n -MEN] 

BLUESTEM BEELMSTU prairie grass [n -S] 

BLUETICK BCEIKLTU hunting dog [n -S] 

BLUEWEED BDEEELUW bristly weed [n -S] 

BLUEWOOD BDELOOUW shrub (low, woody plant) [n -S] 

BLUSHFUL BFHLLSUU of red color [adj] 

BLUSHING BGHILNSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BOUILLON BILLNOOU clear broth [n -S] 

BOXBERRY BBEORRXY evergreen plant [n -RIES] 

BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound used in dying [n -S] 

BRIGHTEN BEGHINRT to make bright (emitting much light) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRIGHTER BEGHIRRT BRIGHT, emitting much light [adj] 

BRIGHTLY BGHILRTY BRIGHT, emitting much light [adv] 

BRINDLED BDDEILNR streaked [adj] 

BRONZIER BEINORRZ BRONZY, of brownish color [adj] 

BRONZING BGINNORZ brownish coloring [n -S] / BRONZE, to make brown or tan [v] 

BROWNIER BEINORRW BROWNY, somewhat brown [adj] 

BROWNING BGINNORW brown flour used for coloring gravy [n -S] / BROWN, to make brown [v] 

BROWNISH BHINORSW somewhat brown [adj] 

BRUISING BGIINRSU BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BRUNETTE BEENRTTU dark-haired female [n -S] 

BUFFABLE ABBEFFLU BUFF to polish [adj] 

BUFFIEST BEFFISTU BUFFY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 
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CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CALAMATA AAAACLMT kalamata (black olive grown in Greece) [n -S] 

CALATHEA AAACEHLT plant with colorful leaves [n -S] 

CALOTYPE ACELOPTY type of photograph [n -S] 

CANEWARE AACEENRW yellowish stoneware [n -S] 

CANITIES ACEIINST turning gray of hair [n] 

CARDINAL AACDILNR bright red bird [n -S] 

CAROTENE ACEENORT plant pigment [n -S] 

CARROTIN ACINORRT carotene (plant pigment) [n -S] 

CASSIOPE ACEIOPSS evergreen shrub [n -S] 

CATECHIN ACCEHINT chemical used in dyeing [n -S] 

CEDARIER ACDEEIRR CEDARY, CEDAR, evergreen tree [adj] 

CERULEAN ACEELNRU blue color [n -S] 

CHALKIER ACEHIKLR CHALKY, resembling chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHALKING ACGHIKLN CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHANTAGE AACEGHNT blackmail [n -S] 

CHAPPING ACGHINPP CHAP, to split, crack, or redden [v] 

CHARCOAL AACCHLOR to blacken with charcoal (dark, porous carbon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARRIER ACEHIRRR CHARRY, resembling charcoal [adj] 
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CHERRIER CEEHIRRR CHERRY, of light red color [adj] 

CHLOASMA AACHLMOS skin discoloration [n -S, -TA] 

CITREOUS CEIORSTU having lemonlike color [adj] 

CLAYBANK AABCKLNY yellow-brown color [n -S] 

CLUBMOSS BCLMOSSU green plant resembling large moss [n -ES] 

COALFISH ACFHILOS blackish fish [n -ES] 

COALSACK AACCKLOS dark region of Milky Way [n -S] 

COCKCROW CCCKOORW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] 

COCOPLUM CCLMOOPU evergreen shrub [n -S] 

COLLYING CGILLNOY COLLY, to blacken with coal dust [v] 

COLORADO ACDLOOOR of medium strength and color–used of cigars [adj] 

COLORANT ACLNOORT pigment or dye [n -S] 

COLORFUL CFLLOORU full of color [adj] 

COLORING CGILNOOR appearance in regard to color [n -S] / COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to [v] 

COLORISE CEILOORS to colorize (to give color to black-and-white film) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLORISM CILMOORS coloring (appearance in regard to color) [n -S] 

COLORIST CILOORST person skilled in use of color [n -S] 

COLORIZE CEILOORZ to give color to black-and-white film [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COLORMAN CELMNOOR sportscaster who provides commentary during game [n -MEN] 

COLORWAY ACLOORWY arrangement of colors [n -S] 

COLOURED CDELOORU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v] 

COLOURER CELOORRU colorer (one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to)) [n -S] 

CONTRAST ACNORSTT to place in opposition to set off differences [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPPERAS ACEOPPRS compound used in making inks [n -ES] 

CORDOVAN ACDNOORV fine leather [n -S] 

CRAYONED ACDENORY CRAYON, to use drawing implement [v] 

CRAYONER ACENORRY one that crayons (to use drawing implement) [n -S] 

CROCEINE CCEEINOR crocein (red dye) [n -S] 

CUPELING CEGILNPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLED CDEELLPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLER CEELLPRU one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel) [n -S] 

CURCUMIN CCIMNRUU coloring ingredient of spice turmeric [n -S] 

CYANOSED ACDENOSY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 

CYANOSIS ACINOSSY bluish discoloration of skin [n -SES] 

CYANOTIC ACCINOTY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 
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D 

DALTONIC ACDILNOT pertaining to form of color blindness [adj] 

DARKENED ADDEEKNR DARKEN, to make dark (having little or no light) [v] 

DARKENER ADEEKNRR one that darkens (to make dark (having little or no light)) [n -S] 

DARKLIER ADEIKLRR DARKLY, in dark manner [adv] 

DARKLING ADGIKLNR dark [n -S] / DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES] 

DARKSOME ADEKMORS dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

DAUBRIES ABDEIRSU DAUBRY, daubery (bad or inexpert painting) [n] 

DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S] 
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DAYLIGHT ADGHILTY to illuminate with light of day [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S] 

DAZZLING ADGILNZZ DAZZLE, to blind by bright light [v] 

DECOLOUR CDELOORU to decolor (to deprive of color) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFOGGED DDEEFGGO DEFOG, to remove fog from [v] 

DEFOGGER DEEFGGOR one that defogs (to remove fog from) [v] 

DELUSTER DEELRSTU to lessen sheen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMERARA AADEEMRR coarse light-brown sugar [n -S] 

DEPICTED CDDEEIPT DEPICT, to portray [v] 

DEPICTER CDEEIPRT one that depicts (to portray) [n -S] 

DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S] 

DEPOLISH DEHILOPS to remove gloss or polish of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

DIAMANTE AADEIMNT sparkling decoration [n -S] 

DICHROIC CCDHIIOR having two colors [adj] 

DIFFUSER DEFFIRSU one that diffuses (to spread widely and thinly) [n -S] 

DIFFUSOR DFFIORSU diffuser (one that diffuses (to spread widely and thinly)) [n -S] 

DIMMABLE ABDEILMM capable of being dimmed (to obscure) [adj] 

DISCOLOR CDILOORS to alter color of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOBLONES BDELNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DRUMLIER DEILMRRU DRUMLY, dark and gloomy [adj] 

DUBONNET BDENNOTU red color [n -S] 

DUSKIEST DEIKSSTU DUSKY, somewhat dark [adj] 

DYESTUFF DEFFSTUY dye [n -S] 

DYEWOOD DDEOOWY wood from which dye is extracted [n -S] 
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E 

EBONITE BEEINOT hard rubber [n -S] 

ECLIPSER CEEILPRS one that eclipses (to obscure) [n -S] 

EGLOMISE EEGILMOS made of glass with painted picture on back [adj] 

ELECTRUM CEELMRTU alloy of gold and silver [n -S] 

EMBLAZON ABELMNOZ to decorate with brilliant colors [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMBLEMED BDEEELMM EMBLEM, to represent with emblem (graphical symbol) [v] 

EMBRUING BEGIMNRU EMBRUE, to imbrue (to stain (to discolor or dirty)) [v] 

EMPURPLE EELMPPRU to tinge with purple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENAMELED ADEEELMN ENAMEL, to cover with hard, glossy surface [v] 

ENAMELER AEEELMNR one that enamels (to cover with hard, glossy surface) [n -S] 

ENGILDED DDEEGILN ENGILD, to brighten (to make bright (emitting much light)) [v] 

ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo (ring of light) [v] 

ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S] 

ENTRESOL EELNORST mezzanine [n -S] 

EPISCOPE CEEIOPPS type of projector [n -S] 

ERADIATE AADEEIRT to radiate (to emit rays) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERYTHEMA AEEHMRTY redness of skin [n -S] 

ERYTHRON EHNORRTY bodily organ consisting of red blood cells [n -S] 

ETIOLATE AEEILOTT to whiten (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EUCALYPT ACELPTUY evergreen tree [n -S] 
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EVENFALL AEEFLLNV twilight (early evening light) [n -S] 

EYEBLACK ABCEEKLY dark pigment applied under eyes [n -S] 

EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S] 

EYESHINE EEEHINSY reflection from eyes of some animals [n -S] 
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F 

FADELESS ADEEFLSS not fading (to lose color or brightness) [adj] 

FAINTEST AEFINSTT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] 

FAINTISH AFHIINST somewhat faint [adj] 

FAROLITO AFILOORT candle in paper bag weighted with sand [n -S] 

FASCIATE AACEFIST FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [adj] 

FAWNIEST AEFINSTW FAWNY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

FILMGOER EFGILMOR one that goes to see motion pictures [n -S] 

FILMIEST EFIILMST FILMY, resembling or covered with film; hazy [adj] 

FIREBALL ABEFILLR luminous meteor [n -S] 

FIREBIRD BDEFIIRR brightly colored bird [n -S] 

FIREPINK EFIIKNPR flowering plant [n -S] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FIREWORM EFIMORRW glowworm (luminous insect) [n -S] 

FIXATIVE AEFIITVX substance for preserving paintings or drawings [n -S] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [-S, -X] 

FLASHGUN AFGHLNSU photographic apparatus [n -S] 

FLAXIEST AEFILSTX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLOODLIT DFILLOOT FLOODLIGHT, to illuminate by floodlight (light with broad beam) [v] 

FLORENCE CEEFLNOR florin (former gold coin of Europe) [n -S] 

FLORIDLY DFILLORY FLORID, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adv] 

FLUSHEST EFHLSSTU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FLUSHING FGHILNSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FOCALISE ACEFILOS focalize (to focus) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FOCALIZE ACEFILOZ to focus [v -D, ZING, -S] 

FOCUSSED CDEFOSSU FOCUS, to bring to focus (point at which rays converge or from which they diverge [v] 

FOGLIGHT FGGHILOT motor-vehicle light used in foggy conditions [n -S] 

FORENOON EFNNOOOR period of daylight before noon [n -S] 

FORESEER EEEFORRS one that foresees (to see in advance) [n -S] 

FREAKING AEFGIKNR FREAK, to streak with color [v] 

FRESCOED CDEEFORS FRESCO, to paint on surface of plaster [v] 

FRESCOER CEEFORRS one that frescoes (to paint on surface of plaster) [n -S] 

FRESCOES CEEFORSS FRESCO, to paint on surface of plaster [v] 

FRONDOSE DEFNOORS FROND, type of leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

FUCHSINE CEFHINSU fuchsin (red dye) [n -S] 

FUCOIDAL ACDFILOU FUCOID, brown seaweed [adj] 

FUTURISM FIMRSTUU artistic and literary movement [n -S] 

FUTURIST FIRSTTUU advocate of futurist (artistic and literary movement) [n -S] 
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GASALIER AAEGILRS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASELIER AEEGILRS gaslight chandelier [n -S] 

GASLIGHT AGGHILST light made by burning gas [n -S] 

GASOLIER AEGILORS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj] 

GLARIEST AEGILRST GLARY, glaring (glare (to shine with harshly brilliant light)) [adj] 

GLASSIER AEGILRSS GLASSY, resembling glass (transparent substance) [adj] 

GLASSILY AGILLSSY in glassy (resembling glass (transparent substance)) manner [adv] 

GLASSING AGGILNSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLASSMAN AAGLMNSS glazier (one who glazes (to fit windows with glass (transparent substance) panes))) [n -MEN] 

GLAUCOUS ACGLOSUU bluish green [adj] 

GLAZIERY AEGLRSZ work of a glazer (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass (transparent substance) panes)) [n] 

GLAZIEST AEGILSTZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] 

GLEAMIER AEEGILMR GLEAMY, gleaming (to shine with soft radiance) [adj] 

GLEAMING AEGGILMN GLEAM, to shine with soft radiance [v] 

GLIMPSER EGILMPRS one that glimpses (to see for instant) [n -S] 

GLINTIER EGIILNRT GLINTY, glittering (glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [adj] 

GLINTING GGIILNNT GLINT, to glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [v] 

GLITTERY EGILRTTY glittering (glitter (to sparkle)) [adj] 

GLOAMING AGGILMNO twilight (early evening light) [n -S] 

GLOOMFUL FGLLMOOU gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

GLOOMIER EGILMOOR GLOOMY, dismally dark [adj] 

GLOOMILY GILLMOOY GLOOMY, dismally dark [adv] 

GLOOMING GGILMNOO gloaming (twilight (early evening light)) [n -S] / GLOOM, to become dark [v] 

GLORIOLE EGILLOOR halo (ring of light) [n -S] 

GLOSSIER EGILORSS GLOSSY, lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently) [adj] 

GLOSSILY GILLOSSY GLOSSY, lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently) [adv] 

GLOSSING GGILNOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently) [v] 

GLOWWORM GLMOORWW luminous insect [n -S] 

GOLDENER DEEGLNOR GOLDEN, of color of gold [adj] 

GOLDENLY DEGLLNOY GOLDEN, of color of gold [adv] 

GOLDFISH DFGHILOS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

GOLDTONE DEGLNOOT made to resemble gold [adj] 

GOSSYPOL GLOOPSSY toxic pigment [n -S] 

GRAYBACK AABCGKRY gray bird [n -S] 

GRAYFISH AFGHIRSY dogfish [n -ES] 

GRAYLING AGGILNRY food fish [n -ES] 

GRAYMAIL AAGILMRY pressure on official to reveal sensitive information [n -S] 

GRAYNESS AEGNRSSY state of being gray (of color between white and black) [n -ES] 

GREENBUG BEEGGNRU green aphid [n -S] 

GREENERY EEEGNRRY green vegetation [n -RIES] 

GREENEST EEEGNRST GREEN, of color of growing foliage [adj] 

GREENFLY EEFGLNRY green aphid [n -LIES] 

GREENIER EEEGINRR GREENY, somewhat green [adj] 

GREENIES EEEGINRS GREENIE, amphetamine pill [n] 

GREENING EEGGINNR variety of apple [n -S] / GREEN, to become green [v] 

GREENISH EEGHINRS somewhat green [adj] 
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GREENLET EEEGLNRT vireo (small bird) [n -S] 

GREENLIT EEGILNRT GREENLIGHT, to give approval to [v] 

GREYNESS EEGNRSSY grayness (state of being gray (of color between white and black)) [n -ES] 

GRISEOUS EGIORSSU grayish (somewhat gray) [adj] 

GULFWEED DEEFGLUW brownish seaweed [n -S] 

GUNMETAL AEGLMNTU dark gray color [n -S] 
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HALATION AAHILNOT blurring of light in photographs [n -S] 

HALFTONE AEFHLNOT shade between light and dark [n -S] 

HARDEDGE ADDEEGHR geometric painting [n -S] 

HATCHING ACGHHINT series of lines to show shading [n -S] 

HAZINESS AEHINSSZ state of being hazy (unclear) [n -S] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

HEADSHOT ADEHHOST photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

HEATHERY AEEHHRTY HEATHER, evergreen shrub [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

HENNAING AEGHINNN HENNA, to dye with reddish coloring [v] 

HOARIEST AEHIORST HOARY, white with age [adj] 

HOLOGRAM AGHLMOOR three-dimensional photograph [n -S] 

HOTHOUSE EHHOOSTU to grow in hothouse (heated greenhouse) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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ICEBLINK BCEIIKLN glare over icefield [n -S] 

ILLUMINE EIILLMNU to illuminate [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ILLUMING GIILLMNU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

ILLUSION IILLNOSU false perception [n -S] 

ILLUSIVE EIILLSUV illusory (based on illusion) [adj] 

ILLUSORY ILLORSUY based on illusion [adj] 

IMBRUING BGIIMNRU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

INDIGOES DEGIINOS INDIGO, blue dye [n] 

INDIGOID DDGIIINO blue dye [n -S] 

INDULINE DEIILNNU blue dye [n -S] 

INFRARED ADEFINRR part of invisible spectrum [n -S] 

INKINESS EIIKNNSS state of being inky (resembling ink (to mark with ink (colored fluid used for writing))) [n -ES] 

INKSTONE EIKNNOST stone on which dry ink and water are mixed [n -S] 

INSOLATE AEILNOST to expose to sunlight [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IODOPSIN DIINOOPS pigment in retina [n -S] 

ISOPHOTE EHIOOPST curve on chart joining points of equal light intensity [n -S] 

IVORIEST EIIORSTV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 
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JACINTHE ACEHIJNT orange color [n -S] 

JADELIKE ADEEIJKL resembling jade (green gemstone) [adj] 

JAGGHERY AEGGHJRY jaggery (coarse, dark sugar) [n -RIES] 
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JAPANNED AADEJNNP JAPAN, to coat with glossy, black lacquer [v] 

JAPANNER AAEJNNPR one that japans (to coat with glossy, black lacquer) [n -S] 

JETTIEST EEIJSTTT JETTY, having color jet black [adj] 
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KALAMATA AAAAKLMT black olive grown in Greece [n -S] 

KERMESES EEEKMRSS KERMES, red dye [n] 
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LACKERED ACDEEKLR LACKER, to lacquer (to coat with glossy substance) [v] 

LAMBENCY ABCELMNY quality or instance of being lambent (flickering lightly and softly over surface) [n -CIES] 

LAMBKILL ABIKLLLM evergreen shrub [n -S] 

LAMPLESS AELLMPSS lacking lamp (device for giving light) [adj] 

LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S] 

LANTHORN AHLNNORT lantern (protective case for light) [n -S] 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAURELED ADEELLRU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

LAVENDER ADEELNRV to sprinkle with type of perfume [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEAFLIKE AEEFIKLL resembling leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

LENSLESS EELLNSSS LENS, piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays [adj] 

LICHTING CGHIILNT LICHT, to light (to illuminate) [v] 

LIGHTFUL FGHILLTU brightly illuminated [adj] 

LIGHTING GGHIILNT illumination [n -S] / LIGHT, to illuminate [v] 

LIGHTISH GHHIILST somewhat light [adj] 

LIMONIUM IILMMNOU sea plant of brightly colored funnel-like flowers [n -S] 

LIMPIDLY DIILLMPY LIMPID, transparent [adv] 

LIPGLOSS GILLOPSS cosmetic for making lips glossy [n -ES] 

LIPSTICK CIIKLPST cosmetic used to color lips [n -S] 

LITMUSES EILMSSTU LITMUS, blue coloring matter [n] 

LIVIDITY DIIILTVY state of being livid (having skin abnormally discolored) [n -TIES] 

LONGLEAF AEFGLLNO evergreen tree [n -AVES] 

LOWERING EGILNORW LOWER, to appear dark and threatening [v] 

LUCENTLY CELLNTUY LUCENT, giving off light [adv] 

LUMINARY AILMNRUY body that gives light [n -RIES] 

LUMINISM IILMMNSU style of painting [n -S] 

LUMINIST IILMNSTU painter who uses effects of light [n -S] 

LUMINOUS ILMNOSUU giving off light [adj] 

LUSTRINE EILNRSTU lustring (glossy silk fabric) [n -S] 

LUSTRING GILNRSTU glossy silk fabric [n -S] / LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSTROUS LORSSTUU reflecting light evenly and efficiently [adj] 

LUTEOLIN EILLNOTU yellow pigment [n -S] 

LYCOPENE CEELNOPY red pigment [n -S] 
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MACKLING ACGIKLMN MACKLE, to blur in printing [v] 

MACULING ACGILMNU MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

MADERIZE ADEEIMRZ to turn brown used of white wine [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MANDALIC AACDILMN MANDALA, Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [adj] 

MARBLIER ABEILMRR MARBLY, mottled [adj] 

MARBLING ABGILMNR MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MARGARIC AACGIMRR pearly (resembling pearl) [adj] 

MAROCAIN AACIMNOR light crinkled fabric [n -S] 

MASSICOT ACIMOSST yellow pigment [n -S] 

MELANIAN AAEILMNN pertaining to dark pigmentation [adj] 

MELANISM AEILMMNS abnormally dark pigmentation of skin [n -S] 

MELANIST AEILMNST one who has melanism, abnormally dark skin pigmentation [n -S] 

MELANITE AEEILMNT black variety of garnet [n -S] 

MELANIZE AEEILMNZ to make dark (having little or no light) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

MELANOID ADEILMNO dark pigment [n -S] 

MELANOMA AAELMMNO darkly pigmented tumor [n -S, -TA] 

MELANOUS AELMNOSU having dark skin and hair [adj] 

MEUNIERE EEEIMNRU cooked in browned butter [adj] 

MICROLUX CILMORUX unit of illumination [n -ES, -UCES] 

MILLILUX IILLLMUX unit of illumination [n -ES, -UCES] 

MINNEOLA AEILMNNO reddish tangelo [n -S] 

MIRKIEST EIIKMRST MIRKY, murky (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

MIRRORED DEIMORRR MIRROR, to reflect image of [v] 

MISCOLOR CILMOORS to color incorrectly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISFOCUS CFIMOSSU to focus badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

MISLIGHT GHIILMST to lead astray by its light [v -ED, -IT, -ING, -S] 

MISPAINT AIIMNPST to paint wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MONELLIN EILLMNNO protein extracted from West African red berry [n -S] 

MONOCYTE CEMNOOTY type of white blood cell [n -S] 

MONOKINE EIKMNNOO substance secreted by white blood cells [n -S] 

MONOTINT IMNNOOTT painting done in different shades of one color [n -S] 

MOONBEAM ABEMMNOO ray of light from moon (earth's natural satellite) [n -S] 

MOONLESS ELMNOOSS lacking light of moon [adj] 

MOTTLING GILMNOTT MOTTLE, to mark with spots or streaks of different colors [v] 

MOVIEDOM DEIMMOOV filmdom (motion-picture industry) [n -S] 

MOVIEOLA AEILMOOV device for viewing and editing film [n -S] 

MURALIST AILMRSTU painter of murals [n -S] 

MURALLED ADELLMRU MURAL, painting applied directly to wall or ceiling [adj] 

MURKIEST EIKMRSTU MURKY, dark (having little or no light) [adj] 
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NACREOUS ACENORSU NACRE, pearly internal layer of certain shells [adj] 

NIELLIST EIILLNST one that niellos (to decorate with niello (black metallic substance)) [n -S] 

NIELLOED DEEILLNO NIELLO, to decorate with niello (black metallic substance) [v] 

NIGROSIN GIINNORS type of dye [n -S] 

NIMBUSED BDEIMNSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [adj] 
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NIMBUSES BEIMNSSU NIMBUS, luminous cloud [n] 

NONBLACK ABCKLNNO one that is not black [n -S] 

NONCOLOR CLNNOOOR lack of color [n -S] 

NONGLARE AEGLNNOR lack of glare (harsh brilliant light) [n -S] 

NONGREEN EEGNNNOR not green [adj] 

NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S] 

NUTBROWN BNNORTUW of dark brown [adj] 
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OCHERING CEGHINOR OCHER, to color with ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [v] 

OCHERISH CEHHIORS resembling ocher (red or yellow iron ore used as pigment) [adj] 

OCHEROID CDEHIOOR ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCHEROUS CEHOORSU containing or resembling ocher [adj] 

OCHREOUS CEHOORSU ocherous (containing or resembling ocher) [adj] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 

OPALESCE ACEELOPS to emit iridescent shimmer of colors [v -D, -CING, -S] 

OPAQUELY AELOPQUY OPAQUE, impervious to light [adv] 

OPAQUEST AEOPQSTU OPAQUE, impervious to light [adj] 

OPAQUING AGINOPQU OPAQUE, to make opaque (impervious to light) [v] 

OPTICIAN ACIINOPT one who makes or deals in optical goods [n -S] 

ORANGERY SEHNORRY place where orange trees are cultivated [n -RIES] 

ORANGISH AGHINORS of somewhat orange color [adj] 

ORCHILLA ACHILLOR orchil (purple dye) [n -S] 

ORICHALC ACCHILOR yellow metal [n -S] 

ORPIMENT EIMNOPRT yellow dye [n -S] 

OUTBLAZE ABELOTUZ to surpass in brilliance of light [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTGLARE AEGLORTU to surpass in glaring (to shine with harshly brilliant light) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSHINE EHINOSTU to shine brighter than [v -HONE, -D, -NING, -S] 

OVERCAST ACEORSTV to become cloudy or dark [v OVERCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERDYER DEEORRVY one that overdyes (to dye with too much color) [n -S] 

OVERGILD DEGILORV to gild over [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

OVERSEER EEEORRSV one that oversees (to watch over and direct) [n -S] 
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PAINTBOX ABINOPTX box holding dry paints [n -ES] 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PAINTING AGIINNPT picture made with paints [n -S] / PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PALEFACE AACEEFLP white person [n -S] 

PALENESS AEELNPSS quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color) [n -S] 

PALLIDER ADEILLPR PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adj] 

PALLIDLY ADILLLPY PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adv] 

PALOMINO AILMNOOP horse with golden coat and white mane [n -S] 

PANOPTIC ACINOPPT including everything visible in one view [adj] 
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PANORAMA AAAMNOPR complete view [n -S] 

PARALLAX AAALLPRX apparent optical displacement of object [n -ES] 

PARHELIA AAEHILPR PARHELION, bright circular spot appearing on solar halo [n] 

PARHELIC ACEHILPR pertaining to parhelia (bright circular spot appearing on solar halo) [adj] 

PASTICCI ACCIIPST pastiches (artistic work made of fragments from various sources) [n PASTICCI] 

PASTIEST AEIPSSTT PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PATINAED AADEINPT PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [adj] 

PELLUCID CDEILLPU transparent [adj] 

PENLIGHT EGHILNPT small flashlight [n -S] 

PENUMBRA ABEMNPRU partial shadow [n -E, -S] 

PHAROSES AEHOPRSS PHAROS, lighthouse or beacon to guide seamen [n] 

PHOSPHOR HHOOPPRS substance that will emit light when exposed to radiation [n -S] 

PHOTOPIA AHIOOPPT vision in bright light [n -S] 

PHOTOPIC CHIOOPPT PHOTOPIA, vision in bright light [adj] 

PHOTOSET EHOOPSTT to prepare for printing by photographic means [v PHOTOSET, -TTING, -S] 

PHYSALIS AHILPSSY plant bearing edible yellow fruit [n -ES] 

PICKWICK CCIIKKPW device for raising wicks in oil lamps [n -S] 

PILSENER EEILNPRS pilsner (light beer) [n -S] 

PINELIKE EEIIKLNP resembling pine (evergreen tree) [adj] 

PINKENED DEEIKNNP PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKIEST EIIKNPST PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKNESS EIKNNPSS state of being pink (of pale reddish hue) [n -ES] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PISTACHE ACEHIPST shade of green [n -S] 

PITCHIER CEHIIPRT PITCHY, tarry (resembling tar) [adj] 

PITCHILY CHIILPTY in very dark manner [adv] 

PIXELATE AEEILPTX to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXILATE AEIILPTX pixelate (to divide image into pixels for display in digital format) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PODOCARP ACDOOPPR designating family of evergreen trees [adj] 

POLARISE AEILOPRS to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

POLISHER EHILOPRS one that polishes (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [n -S] 

POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PORTRAIT AIOPRRTT likeness of person [n -S] 

PREFOCUS CEFOPRSU to focus beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

PURPLEST ELPPRSTU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURPLING GILNPPRU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPLISH HILPPRSU somewhat purple [adj] 

PURPURIC CIPPRRUU pertaining to purpura (disease characterized by purple spots on skin) [adj] 

PURPURIN INPPRRUU reddish dye [n -S] 

PYRONINE EINNOPRY dye [n -S] 
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QUADROON ADNOOQRU person of one-quarter black ancestry [n -S] 
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QUILLAIA AAIILLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

QUILLAJA AAIJLLQU quillai (evergreen tree) [n -S] 
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RADIANCE AACDEINR brightness [n -S] 

RADIANCY AACDINRY radiance (brightness) [n -CIES] 

RAGGING AGGGINR technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S]  

RAINBAND AABDINNR dark band in solar spectrum [n -S] 

RAVENEST AEENRSTV RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

RECOLOUR CELOORRU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S] 

REDDENED DDDEEENR REDDEN, to make or become red [v] 

REDDIEST DDEEIRST REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] 

REDDLING DDEGILNR REDDLE, to ruddle (to color with red dye) [v] 

REDHORSE DEEHORRS freshwater fish [n -S] 

REDLINER DEEILNRR one that redlines (to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods) [n -S] 

REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S] 

REDSHIFT DEFHIRST displacement of spectrum of celestial body toward longer wavelengths [n -S] 

REDSHIRT DEHIRRST to keep college athlete out of varsity play in order to extend his eligibility [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDSTART ADERRSTT small songbird [n -S] 

REDWATER ADEERRTW blood disease of cattle [n -S] 

REDYEING DEEGINRY REDYE, to dye again [v] 

REGILDED DDEEGILR REGILD, GILD, to cover with thin layer of gold [v] 

REGLOWED DEEGLORW REGLOW, GLOW, to emit light and heat [v] 

REINKING EGIIKNNR REINK, INK, to mark with ink (colored fluid used for writing) [v] 

RELUCENT CEELNRTU reflecting light [adj] 

RELUMINE EEILMNRU to relume (to light again) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

RENOGRAM AEGMNORR photographic depiction of course of renal excretion [n -S] 

REOILING EGIILNOR REOIL, OIL, to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination) [v] 

RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [v] 

RESILVER EEILRRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETINENE EEEINNRT pigment in retina [n -S] 

RETINTED DEEINRTT RETINT, TINT, to color slightly or delicately [v] 

RHODAMIN ADHIMNOR red dye [n -S] 

RINGNECK CEGIKNNR bird having ring of color around neck [n -S] 

ROCKWEED CDEEKORW brown seaweed [n -S] 

ROSEMARY AEMORRSY evergreen shrub [n -RIES] 

ROSEOLAR AELOORRS ROSEOLA, rose-colored skin rash [adj] 

ROSINESS EINORSSS state of being rosy (rose-colored) [n -ES] 

RUBICUND BCDINRUU ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

RUBRICAL ABCILRRU RUBRIC, part of manuscript or book that appears in red [adj] 

RUBYLIKE BEIKLRUY resembling ruby [adj] 

RUDDIEST DDEIRSTU RUDDY, having healthy, reddish color [adj] 

RUDDLING DDGILNRU RUDDLE, to color with red dye [v] 

RUFOUSES EFORSSUU RUFOUS, reddish-brown color [n] 

RUSSETED DEERSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v] 
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RUTILANT AILNRTTU having reddish glow [adj] 
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SAFRANIN AAFINNRS red dye [n -S] 

SAGANASH AAAGHNSS white man -- Algonquian Indian term [n -ES] 

SALLOWED ADELLOSW SALLOW, to make sallow (sickly yellowish color) [v] 

SALLOWER AELLORSW SALLOW, of sickly yellowish color [adj]  

SALLOWLY ALLLOSWY SALLOW, of sickly yellowish color [adv] 

SANGUINE AEGINNSU red color [n -S] 

SAPPHIRE AEHIPPRS blue gem [n -S] 

SARGASSO AAGORSSS brownish seaweed [n -S, -ES, -SSA] 

SATINING AGIINNST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

SCENICAL ACCEILNS pertaining to scenery (picturesque landscape or view) [adj] 

SCHILLER CEHILLRS brownish luster occurring on certain minerals [n -S] 

SCHLIERE CEEHILRS small streak in igneous rock [n -N] 

SCHMELZE CEEHLMSZ type of decorative glass [n -S] 

SCORCHED CCDEHORS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SCORCHER CCEHORRS one that scorches (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [n -S] 

SCORCHES CCEHORSS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SCOTOPIA ACIOOPST vision in dim light [n -S] 

SCOTOPIC CCIOOPST SCOTOPIA, vision in dim light [adj] 

SCOUTHER CEHORSTU to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEAPIECE ACEEEIPS seascape (picture of sea) [n -S] 

SEASCAPE AACEEPSS picture of sea [n -S] 

SEMILLON EILLMNOS white grape grown in France [n -S] 

SEMIMATT AEIMMSTT semimat (having slight luster) [adj] 

SEQUINED DEEINQSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SHADIEST ADEHISST SHADY, shaded [adj] 

SHADOWED ADDEHOSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v] 

SHADOWER ADEHORSW one that shadows (to make dark or gloomy) [n -S] 

SHEENFUL EEFHLNSU shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

SHEENIER EEEHINRS SHEENY, shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

SHEENING EEGHINNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHIITAKE AEHIIKST dark Oriental mushroom [n -S] 

SHIMMERY EHIMMRSY shimmering (to glimmer) [adj] 

SHINIEST EHIINSST SHINY, filled with light [adj] 

SHOWABLE ABEHLOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [adj] 

SILVERED DEEILRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SILVERER EEILRRSV one that silvers (to cover with silver (metallic element)) [n -S] 

SILVERLY EILLRSVY with silvery appearance [adv] 

SKETCHED CDEEHKST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of [v] 

SKETCHER CEEHKRST one that sketches (to make rough, hasty drawing of) [n -S] 

SKETCHES CEEHKSST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of [v] 

SKEWBALD ABDEKLSW horse having patches of brown and white [n -S] 

SKIAGRAM AAGIKMRS picture made up of shadows or outlines [n -S] 

SKYLIGHT GHIKLSTY window in roof or ceiling [n -S] 
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SLEEKEST EEEKLSST SLEEK, smooth and glossy [adj] 

SLEEKIER EEEIKLRS SLEEKY, sleek (smooth and glossy) [adj] 

SMARAGDE AADEGMRS smaragd (emerald (green gem)) [n -S] 

SNAPSHOT AHNOPSST to photograph informally and quickly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

SOLARISE AEILORSS to solarize (to expose to sunlight) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SOLARIZE AEILORSZ to expose to sunlight [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOMBERER BEEMORRS SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adj] 

SOMBERLY BELMORSY SOMBER, gloomy (dismally dark) [adv] 

SOMBRELY BELMORSY SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adv] 

SOMBREST BEMORSST SOMBRE, somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SOMBROUS BMOORSSU somber (gloomy (dismally dark)) [adj] 

SPARKING AGIKNPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKLER AEKLPRRS something that sparkles (to give off or reflect flashes of light) [n -S] 

SPARKLET AEKLPRST small spark [n -S] 

SPARRIER AEIPRRRS SPARRY, resembling spar (lustrous mineral) [adj] 

SPECTRUM CEMPRSTU array of components of light wave [n -RA, -S] 

SPHAGNUM AGHMNPSU grayish moss [n -S] 

SPOTTING GINOPSTT SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations) [v] 

STAINING AGIINNST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STARRING AGINRRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STIPPLER EILPPRST one that stipples (to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches) [n -S] 

STRASSES AERSSSST STRASS, brilliant glass used in making imitation gems [n] 

STRIPIER EIIPRRST STRIPY, marked with stripes [adj] / STRIPEY [adj] 

STRIPING GIINPRST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] / stripes marked or painted on something [n -S] 

STROBING BGINORST process of producing high-intensity flashes of light [n -S] / STROBE [v] 

SUBDWARF ABDFRSUW small star of relatively low luminosity [n -S] 

SUCCINIC CCCIINSU pertaining to amber (fossil resin) [adj] 

SUNBATHE ABEHNSTU to take sunbath [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj] 

SUNBURST BNRSSTUU burst of sunlight [n -S] 

SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES] 

SUNLIGHT GHILNSTU light of sun [n -S] 

SUNNIEST EINNSSTU SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adj] 

SUNPORCH CHNOPRSU porch that admits much sunlight [n -ES] 

SUNPROOF FNOOPRSU resistant to damage by sunlight [adj] 

SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S] 

SUNSHINE EHINNSSU light of sun [n -S] 

SUNSHINY HINNSSUY SUNSHINE, light of sun [adj] 
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TACHINID ACDHIINT grayish fly [n -S] 

TACHISME ACEHIMST tachism (action painting) [n -S] 

TACHISTE ACEHISTT tachist (action painter) [n -S] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

TAMARISK AAIKMRST evergreen shrub [n -S] 

TANNABLE AABELNNT capable of being tanned [adj] 
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TAPENADE AADEENPT spread made with black olives, capers, and anchovies [n -S] 

TAPESTRY AEPRSTTY to decorate with woven wall hangings [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S] 

TAWNIEST AEINSTTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

TAYBERRY ABERRTYY dark red fruit that is cross between blackberry and raspberry [n -RIES] 

THIONINE EHIINNOT thionin (violet dye) [n -S] 

TINCTING CGIINNTT TINCT, to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v] 

TINCTURE CEINRTTU to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TINGEING EGGIINNT TINGE, to apply trace of color to [v] 

TINTLESS EILNSSTT lacking color [adj] 

TOASTING AGINOSTT TOAST, to brown by exposure to heat [v] 

TORCHERE CEEHORRT type of electric lamp [n -S] 

TORCHIER CEHIORRT torchere (type of electric lamp) [n -S] 

TORCHLIT CHILORTT lighted by torches (poles with burning end) [adj] 

TRACHYTE ACEHRTTY light-colored igneous rock [n -S] 

TRICOLOR CILOORRT flag having three colors [n -S] 

TRIFOCAL ACFILORT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

TURQUOIS IOQRSTUU greenish blue gem [n -ES] 

TWANKIES AEIKNSTW TWANKY, variety of green tea [n] 

TWILIGHT GHIILTTW early evening light [n -S] 

TWINKLER EIKLNRTW one that twinkles (to shine with flickering or sparkling light) [n -S] 
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ULTRARED ADELRRTU infrared (part of invisible spectrum) [n -S] 

UMBERING BEGIMNRU UMBER, to color with brown pigment [v] 

UNBRIGHT BGHINRTU BRIGHT, emitting much light [adj] 

UNDERLIT DEILNRTU lacking adequate light [adj] 

UNDIMMED DDEIMMNU DIM, to make dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [adj] 

UNFADING ADFGINNU FADE, to lose color or brightness [adj] 

UNFILMED DEFILMNU not filmed (to make motion picture) [adj] 

UNGLITZY GILNTUYZ not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display)) [adj] 

UNICOLOR CILNOORU of one color [adj] 

UNSHADED ADDEHNSU SHADE, to screen from light or heat [adj] 
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VANISHED ADEHINSV VANISH, to disappear [v] 

VANISHER AEHINRSV one that vanishes (to disappear) [n -S] 

VANISHES AEHINSSV VANISH, to disappear [v] 

VARNISHY AHINRSVY glossy (lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently)) [adj] 

VERDITER DEEIRRTV blue or green pigment [n -S] 

VERDURED DDEERRUV VERDURE, green vegetation [adj] 

VIRIDIAN ADIIINRV bluish-green pigment [n -S] 

VIRIDITY DIIIRTVY verdancy (quality or state of being verdant) [n -TIES] 

VIVIDEST DEIISTVV VIVID, strikingly bright or intense [adj] 
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WALLEYED ADEELLWY WALLEYE, eye having white cornea [adj] 

WARPAINT AAINPRTW paint used to decorate face and body before battle [n -S] 

WATCHEYE ACEEHTWY walleye (eye having white cornea) [n -S] 

WHEYFACE ACEEFHWY pale, sallow face [n -S] 

WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S] 

WHITEFLY EFHILTWY small whitish fly [n -LIES] 

WHITENED DEEHINTW WHITEN, to make white (of color of pure snow) [v] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [n -S] 

WHITEOUT EHIOTTUW arctic weather condition [n -S] 

WHITIEST EHIISTTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WINDOWED DDEINOWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WOODFERN DEFNOORW evergreen fern [n -S] 

WOODTONE DENOOOTW finish that imitates wood [n -S] 

WORMROOT MOOORRTW pinkroot (medicinal plant root) [n -S] 

WURTZITE EIRTTUWZ light to dark brown mineral [n -S] 
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XANTHEIN AEHINNTX water-soluble part of coloring matter in yellow flowers [n -S] 

XANTHOUS AHNOSTUX yellow (of bright color like that of ripe lemons) [adj] 

XENOTIME EEIMNOTX yellowish-brown mineral [n -S] 

XEROXING EGINORXX XEROX, to copy on xerographic copier [v] 
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YELLOWED DEELLOWY YELLOW, to make or become yellow [v] 

YELLOWER EELLORWY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adj] 

YELLOWLY ELLLOWYY YELLOW, of bright color like that of ripe lemons [adv] 

YOLKIEST EIKLOSTY YOLKY, resembling yolk (yellow portion of egg) [adj] 
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ZECCHINO CCEHINOZ former gold coin of Italy [n -S, -NI] 


	BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv]
	CHALKIER ACEHIKLR CHALKY, resembling chalk (soft limestone) [v]
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	LUCENTLY CELLNTUY LUCENT, giving off light [adv]

